• Linkage-ward used to analyze the wind clustering approach is speed pattern in Khaaf, Iran. • Through clustering, the big dataset is compressed into few meaningful representatives. • The probability of occurrence of each cluster is calculated. • Analyzing the representatives, instead of the whole dataset, is simple and time-saving.
NOMENCLATURE

INTRODUCTION
Using renewable sources for providing electricity has different advantages, such as reducing air pollution, cutting global warming emissions, diversifying world power supply, decreasing dependence on coal and other fossil fuels and etc. [1, 2] . Renewable energy provides clean and reliable electricity and nowadays they are significant sources of electricity all around the world. For instance, Denmark currently seeks to provide all its energy need just by using renewable energy sources by 2050 [3] . Among others, wind plants generated about 32% of electricity in 2012, and researchers aimed at providing more than 50% of overall demand in 2020 by wind farms [4] . In different countries, researchers try to use different strategies in order to use alternative renewable sources like wind energy and degraded the use of fossil fuels. Wind power electricity has been generated in Iran since 1994.
Among other renewable sources, use of wind energy has the maximum increasing rate. Due to the intermittent nature of wind, it is a fluctuating source of electricity production. One of the main reasons of wind's fluctuation is the wind speed. It is varying in different sites and of course in different hours of the day in one site. Therefore, accurate forecasting and modeling of wind speed are essential to minimize the impact of its intermittency and uncertainty. Different algorithms such as neural networks [5, 6] and statistical approaches [7, 8] have been applied on measured wind speed data (MWSD) to extract different models. One of the appropriate methods of analyzing the MWSD is clustering which is a well-known method in data mining. By clustering the data, we try to extract the pattern and the informative characteristics, and then approach a probabilistic model of the MWSD [9] .
The evolution of wind speed has been studied in [10] based on cluster analysis. This study helps to detect zones with practical surface wind. Similarly, using an evolutionary algorithm [11] looks for the best clustering of synoptic pressure situation and the proper objective function considering the wind speed.
In [12] , prediction of wind speed in Kudat, Malaysia, was verified using different methods, including Kmeans clustering. It was shown that K-means clustering, which segmented the MWSD into given number of clusters, has given more accurate prediction outcomes. It was also figured out that the wind speed in this area is sufficient for operating the wind turbines.
The 60-minutes MWSD were collected during four years and were verified in [13] in order to evaluate the wind energy potential for electricity production in Binalood, Iran. The wind speed in different heights, the soil of the region and the distance to residential area were studied. Based on specifications of this region, Binalood is a proper zone for utilizing wind power and generating electricity during the entire year.
The result of wind speed analyzing plays an important role in wind farms [14] [15] [16] . The application of these results can be listed as:
-Selecting the proper site for installing wind turbines, -Predicting the optimum size of the wind machine that is used for a special site, -Scheduling the connection or disconnection of wind turbines or conventional generators, -Obtaining low spinning reserve and optimal operating cost, -The optimal planning of wind-distributed generators and switched capacitor banks.
Following the previous discussion, this research aims to analyze the MWSD, and extract the optimal number of clusters and the most appropriate representative for each cluster. At the end, the probability of occurrence for each cluster is computed.
The reminder of this research is organized as follows: Section 2 presents motivation and methodology. Section 3 depicts the results and finally Section 4 concludes the paper.
MOTIVATION AND METHODOLOGY
Due to the increasing electricity demand and on the other hand devastating effects of fossil fuels on the environment, limited natural supplies, harnessing the renewable sources and using them in different applications is getting interest all around the world. Given that Iran has practical zones for installation wind turbines, verifying the features and potential of wind at different sites and choosing the most proper one for wind farms is important and effective gets great importance. One of the main features that effects the wind power generation is wind speed. Analyzing and forecasting wind speed play a principle role in wind generation and power consumption demands. Wind speed is noisy, irregular, and easily affected by weather and geographical factors that drive the fluctuations of wind speed and increase the difficulties of precise forecasting. In order to obtain an precise estimated wind speed for a specific time, the most appropriate cluster must be considered for an optimal decision making in different regions.
Due to the fact that the installation of wind turbines and the restructuring of power plants in Iran are in progress, this is urgent in the operational planning and cost control in the power plants.
The Geographical Location of Khaaf
The studied zone, Khaaf, is located in the southeast of the province of Razavi Khorasan which is located in north-east of Iran ( Figure 1 ). This province ranks fourth among the large provinces of Iran. Its area is approximately 117,769 km2. In terms of climate categorization, it has semi-arid climate and located in a moderate rainfall area. Khaaf is located in Razavi Khorasan province in the geographical coordination 34º34'N 60º08'E, in the east border strip of Iran. Its population is over 100,000 and covers an area of 9797 km 2 . Iranian Renewable Organization (SUNA) has analyzed the MWSD of different areas in Iran. Figure 2 displays the wind speed status at the height of 50 meters [17] .
In this paper, a 10-minute period MWSD of Khaaf at the heights of 10 m, 30 m and 40 m which were collected at 2008 is considered. By analyzing the MWSD in different heights, the following characteristics are captured, given in Table 1 . 
Clustering
Nowadays, traditional algorithms are not efficient for analyzing ever-increasing volume of data in smart grid. Therefore, new approaches of data mining, like "clustering" can be utilized for analyzing these data.
Because of the amount of data, traditional approaches are difficult to use for analyzing them. Therefore, [19] . Clustering partitions objects into optimal number of groups on the basis of measures of similarity among those objects. Clustering algorithms can be divided into two main groups, "exclusive clustering" and "overlapping clustering". In exclusive clustering, each datapoint is assigned to just one cluster. However, in overlapping clustering, a datapoint belongs to all clusters with different percentage of membership. Exclusive clustering can be further categorized into two main algorithms:
I. Partitioned clustering: In this approach without defining any hierarchical structure, data points are divided into pre-determined number of clusters. The most common algorithm of portioned clustering is K-means. There are different ways to cluster N data points in to optimal number of groups. Linkage-Ward clustering as the most common and accurate method of agglomerative clustering is used in this research. The accuracy of this method in comparison with K-means clustering is high but the computation of this method is more than K-means clustering, which will be discussed in section 3.4. (R2) The basic algorithm of the Linkage-Ward clustering method is shown in Table 2 . In this method, the dissimilarity between the clusters is calculated based on the distances between the clusters' centroids, given as (1) . A larger distance magnitude represents a higher dissimilarity value between the clusters [20] ,
where a and b are defined as (2) , and c=0 in the Linkage-Ward clustering method, ,.
Then, the clusters which result in the lowest increase in the cost function of (1), are combined together. In this method, the objective function is the sum of squares from the points to the centroids of the clusters. Figure 3 depicts its flowchart. Bu clustering a big amount of data and computing the centroids of clusters, we compress a big amount of data to few centroids with decreases the computation time [20] . Figure 3 . Linkage-Ward clustering step-by-step algorithm
Probability of Occurrence
The probability of occurrence of each cluster is calculated as:
SIMULATION RESULTS
The MWSD of Khaaf, Iran, which was collected at 2008 is used for analysis purpose, which is measured each 10 minutes. Clustering can be applied on different features of wind speed like its average value, and minimum and maximum values of wind speed in different heights. Here, we focus on the average value of wind speed in 40 m height over 10-minute intervals. Figure 4 displays the average values of wind speed for 50 days of a year. These days are chosen randomly. In this research, the studied data is verified considering linkage-ward clustering. There are three main topics about clustering:
Number of Clusters
Choosing a large number of clusters does not cause dimension reduction. Contrarily, choosing small number of clusters brings out groups of dissimilar objects. Therefore, choosing an optimal number of clusters is important. In this study, the optimal number of clusters is chosen by calculating the error between each cluster's centroid and its members, using (4) 11 . Table 3 and Figure 6 illustrate the probability of occurrence of each cluster. Cluster 2 has the highest probability of occurrence, which means that it must be used for appropriate planning of wind farms. 
Probability of Occurrence of each Cluster
Defining Centroids of Clusters
In this paper, the mean of the members within a cluster is calculated and defined as a representative for each cluster using (3). Figure 7 and Table 4 show the centroids of each cluster. 
Comparison with K-means Clustering
In this part we considered the most common method of partitioned clustering, k-means. The main drawback of this method is its dependency on initial points. Different initial datapoints for each cluster can result in different final clusters' centers. The accuracy and time consuming of k-means and Linkage-Ward clustering are illustrated in Tables 5 and 6 , respectively. There is a trade-off between the time of clustering and its accuracy. Even though the computation time of K-means clustering is less than Linkage-ward method, but linkage-ward clustering resulted in more accurate results. In our study, obtaining exact behavior of wind speed is more important than time of calculation.
CONCLUSIONS
Wind energy, as a natural and clean source, can be converted to mechanical or electrical energy. Therefore, identifying the most proper sites for deployment of wind farms is essential. One of the critical features affecting the output wind energy potential is the wind speed profile. The following specifications make Khaaf a proper region for wind power generation:
1)
High average wind speed in different heights of this region, 2)
Existence of practical zone for building wind farms.
Analyzing the MWSD plays a critical role in modeling wind power. In this study the Linkage-Ward clustering method is used for analyzing the MWSD in Khaaf and grouping this data. Based on the Euclidian distance, it is figured out that the most proper number of clusters is 4. The mean of the cluster members is considered as centroid of them. For analyzing the whole dataset, researchers can analyze the centroids of clusters which increases the speed of analyzing. The results can be used for precise planning of the expanding wind farms, which will provide a drastic reduction in fossil fuel consumption for energy production.
